Recurrent symptomatic bradycardia due to secret ingestion of beta-blockers--a rare manifestation of cardiac Münchhausen syndrome.
The term Münchhausen syndrome was established in 1951 by Asher to describe a severe psychiatric illness in which patients simulate false symptoms and signs. We report on a female general practitioner who repeatedly ingested high doses of beta-blockers in order to simulate symptomatic sick-sinus syndrome. She had been admitted to intermediate care units in several hospitals before the correct diagnosis was made by finding the tablets in her toilet bag. Following psychiatric exploration and psychotherapy, she has been working in her community again for about a year. This is the first report on the clinical presentation and course of disease in a patient with cardiac Münchhausen syndrome who secretly ingested beta-blockers to provoke a menacing bradycardia. The follow-up indicates that frequent and intense symptomatic episodes of this remarkable psychiatric disease can be interrupted by long normal intervals.